
Senate, March I, 1954.

The committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred
the petition (accompanied by resolve, House, No. 2423) of
J. Philip Howard for legislation to extend further the time
in which the Commissioners to revise, recodify, consolidate
and arrange the General Laws are authorized and directed
to submit certain reports; and the special report (in
print) of the Commissioners appointed (under chapter 94
of the Resolves of 1948 and time for report extended
under chapter 38 of the Resolves of 1953) to revise,
recodify, consolidate and arrange the General Laws of the
Commonwealth, submitting a statement of their activities
and a recommendation for a continuation of their work,
report (in part, on the special report) the accompanying-
resolve (Senate, No. 654).

For the committee,

RALPH V. CLAMPIT.

No. 654SENATE
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Four.

Resolve continuing the commissioners to revise, re-
codify, CONSOLIDATE AND ARRANGE THE GENERAL LAWS
FOR A LIMITED PERIOD, AND PROVIDING FOR THE SUB-
MISSION BY THEM TO THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
OF FURTHER SUBSTANTIVE CORRECTIVE CHANGES IN
SAID LAWS, AND THE ACTION OF SAID COMMITTEE RELA-
TIVE THERETO.

1 Resolved, That the commissioners to revise, recodify,
2 consolidate and arrange the General Laws, appointed
3 under authority of chapter ninety-four of the resolves
4 of nineteen hundred and forty-eight, and the time for
5 whose final report was extended to the first Wednesday
6 of February, nineteen hundred and fifty-four, by
7 chapter thirty-eight of the resolves of nineteen hundred
8 and fifty-three, are hereby continued until the first
9 Wednesday of May in the current year, for the pur-

10 poses specified in said chapter ninety-four.
11 During the period of said extension the commis-
-12 sioners may also submit to the committee on the
13 judiciary, recommendations for substantive corrective
14 changes of amendments and additions to the General
15 Laws in addition to those contained in Parts I, II and
16 111 of its preliminary report, and shall continue to
17 make reports of their progress to said committee.
18 Said committee on the judiciary is hereby authorized
19 to make such recommendations to said commissioners
20 as it deems advisable or necessary relative to any
21 recommendations for substantive corrective changes
22 made by the commissioners, and shall report on or
23 before the first Wednesday of May in the current year
24 its recommendations as to the disposition which should
25 be made of the commissioners’ proposals for substan-
-26 five corrective changes in the General Laws, whether
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27 contained in Parts I, II and 111 of the Preliminary
28 Report of the commissioners or submitted to the com-
-29 mittee under the authority of this resolve, together
30 with drafts of legislation necessary to carry its recom-
-31 raendations into effect. Said committee shall also
32 consider the reports of the commissioners under this
33 resolve as to the progress of the work, and the report
34 of the commissioners filed in the current year with the
35 clerk of the house of representatives, and shall report
36 on or before the first Wednesday of April in the current
37 year its recommendations relative to the completion
38 of a revision in accordance with the provisions of said
39 chapter ninety-four, or in some other manner, or
40 relative to revision by other methods, together with
41 drafts of legislation necessary to carry its recommenda-
-42 tions into effect.
43 The commissioners may in continuing said work
44 spend the unexpended balances of any funds previously
45 appropriated, and the unexpended balances ofamounts
46 appropriated for the purposes specified inappropriation
47 item 0407-02 of section two of chapter five hundred and
48 seventy-three of the acts of nineteen hundred and
49 fifty-three are hereby made available for expenditure
50 by the commissioners in continuing said work for the
51 purposes specified in appropriation item 0407-01 of
52 section two of said chapter, as well as for the purposes
53 specified in said item 0407-02.




